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Offsite Construction Benefits

Vast Experience:

Agile Business Model:

Catfoss are a family owned
business with a proud heritage
across four generations, directed
by a stable senior management
team with over 100 years
combined experience in offsite
construction.

Through in-house functions and
an expansive, robust supply chain,
Catfoss are able to react swiftly
to changing markets and meet
customer needs on even the most
challenging projects.

Through collaboration and
partnership with our clients, we
have become an established
leader in the provision of bespoke
offsite building solutions to
multiple sectors with major
projects delivered successfully in:
-

Manufacturer & Supplier
for Sale or Hire of:
•
•
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NHS/ Healthcare Environments
Construction
Education
Public Sector
Manufacturing
Transport & Logistics

Bespoke, permanent and
relocatable offsite buildings for
sale
Temporary relocatable modular
buildings for hire

Turnkey Solutions:
Catfoss have developed a simple
‘4 step process’ to guide you
through your building project
from inception through design
& installation to completion,
handover and occupation of your
new building.

Our Core Values:
Solutions - We offer bespoke
offsite buildings for all needs
Partnership - We are our clients
trusted partners
Active - Constantly striving to
improve our service
Commitment - 100% customer
satisfaction is our target
Engaged - Responsive to clients
changing needs
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Project: Milton Keynes University Hospital Main Entrance Facility
Sector: Healthcare
Size: 990sqm
Timescales: 9 weeks
Build Method: Bespoke steel frame modular construction

A Brief History
1984 Milton Keynes Hospital opened
1992 Phase 2 opened: MRI Scanning Unit, 28 Bed orthopaedic unit, GP
paediatric unit assessment unit & refurbished A&E department
2005 Macmillan haematology & oncology unit, 60 bed day patient facility
and 4 operating theatres opened
2007 Formation of Milton Keynes NHS Foundation Trust resulting
in angiography unit, cardiology department, orthopaedics and
ophthalmology being opened together with a multi storey car park
being added to the site
2009 Ward 14 refurbishment and addition of a new 22 bed ward
2012 The Phoenix Therapy unit opens adding an additional 20 beds
2015 Partnership with the University of Buckingham creates the
Milton Keynes University Hospital Foundation Trust and the first
independent Medical School in the country with the first students
arriving at the site for pre-clinical training
2017 Sixty students begin full clinical training at the site
The continued expansion of wards, clinical facilities, teaching services
and infrastructure across the hospitals first 33 years had left the campus
in dire need of an improved entrance, reception, retail & welfare facilities
to welcome visitors, as well as additional retail/break out space to support
the increased populous at the hospital site generated by this growth to its
current 500 bed size.
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What Was The
Challenge?
The original 1980’s entrance facility could
not accommodate the Patient Experience
Team, which meant that there was nowhere to
display or present patients & visitors with site
information and literature about the available
services at their initial point of contact with the
hospital.
The expansion of clinical spaces & facilities
across the hospital’s history had also
consumed the majority of available free space,
leaving little footprint that could be adapted for
expanding & modernising retail, café and break
out areas to keep pace with the increasing
populous at the site.
The existing small retail / café facilities had
limited opening hours with minimal product
range restricting the promotion of healthy
eating choices to staff & visitors alike.
Although the clinical facilities had been under
a continual refurbishment and expansion,
the need to allow these crucial commercial
functions to grow was becoming increasingly
evident. With that in mind, the Trust sought a
solution that could answer these points and
promote a modern welcoming workplace
that would help maintain high levels of staff
retention.
The solution had to be delivered in a timely
manner, within budget and cause the least
amount of interference possible at the busy
hospital site.
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How Was This
Achieved?
Through consultation with the
Trust and by following the Catfoss
‘4 step process’, we were able to:
•
•

•

•

•

What Was The Solution?
Creation of a new, bespoke, designed and built entrance
facility that would provide a sleek external aesthetic
reflecting a modern, progressive and constantly evolving
hospital whilst providing within:

An offsite modular construction from Catfoss was selected,
as this building method would:

•

•

•
•
•
•

Large welcoming front desk for the Patient Experience
Team
New patient & visitor welfare facilities
Expanded retail facilities
Enhanced café options offering a wider choice
Space for breakout seating
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•

•
•
•

Provide all these areas in one facility linked directly to
the existing hospital
Expedite delivery of the finished new entrance,
completing in just 9 weeks
Allow existing facilities to remain open during works
Meet budget & all regulatory requirements
Simplify the process with a ‘turnkey solution’ from one
contractor

Agree a bespoke design that
exceeded expectation of what
was achievable
Plan a temporary pedestrian
route diversion to the hospital
entrance while groundworks
were completed
Begin construction of
the building offsite while
foundations & groundworks
were carried out at the hospital
Arrange delivery/craning in to
position of the new building
across a weekend, ensuring
the least impact on the day-today running of the hospital
Complete final finishes
internally & externally, including
pathways and landscaping, at
the same time post building
delivery

What Did The Client Say?
MKUH Chief Executive Joe Harrison commented:
“Catfoss worked to understand us from the outset going on to create a design through ongoing consultation
that works for staff & visitors alike. In addition we were able to negotiate and agree a solution that represented a
great deal for all parties.”
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Project: Colchester Hospital New Main Entrance and Extension
to Emergency Department
Sector: Healthcare
Size: Main Entrance: 1985sqm including a traditional built link
Emergency Department: 215sqm
Timescales: Project Currently Under Construction
Build Method: Bespoke steel frame modular construction

What Was The Solution?
Catfoss and the development team created a design and project plan that could be implemented over different stages to
minimise disruption to the hospital and emergency rooms. The development will take the form of two blocks, the first a
single storey providing space for an Emergency Department (ED) which will include an Urgent Treatment Centre, forward
facing entrance, waiting room and four consultation rooms. The second is a larger two-storey block which forms the new
façade at the front of the building, non-clinical space on the first floor, new visitors facilities with retail outlets WH Smith,
M&S Simply Food, Costa Coffee and The Stock Shop on the ground floor.

What Was The Challenge?
As work would be carried out around existing emergency rooms at the hospital, it was essential that disruption be kept to
an absolute minimum. Providing additional space on two storeys for a variety of different uses would also mean Catfoss
and the development team must be innovative in design and planning. As part of the challenge, access roads would need
to be removed and replaced with temporary pedestrian access points.
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How Was This
Achieved?
The development team would provide a
full turnkey package - including surveys,
foundation and superstructure design,
planning applications and building control as well as the building modules themselves.
Throughout the project Catfoss would work
closely with the Trust to meet their needs in
improving the retail space, access to existing
buildings and vehicle access.
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Project: Derby Hospital Additional Ward Space
Sector: Healthcare
Size: 970sqm
Timescales: 14 weeks
Build Method: Bespoke steel frame modular construction

What Was The Challenge?

What Was The Solution?

In October last year, Derby Hospital approached Catfoss to help find a solution to their pending winter pressures.
Modular was an obvious option due to the extremely tight programme and site constraints.

Catfoss prepared outline designs, preliminary programme and budgets within 48 hours of the meeting with the Trust’s
Executive Committee. Following a presentation of Catfoss’ proposed solution, an agreement was reached and Catfoss
mobilised the very next day. Just 2 weeks later Catfoss began work on site to prepare for the new building.

Following a meeting between Catfoss’ Management Team and the Trust’s Executive Committee, it was understood speed
of delivery was essential for this scheme to be successful.
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How Was This Achieved?
As the paperwork was finalised, Catfoss mobilised the team and began the manufacture of the modular units. Christmas
was cancelled as a very committed Catfoss team worked through the holiday period. The wards were completed and
handed over to Derby Hospital and patients were admitted from 9am that very morning. In total, Catfoss were on site
68 days following the installation of the first modular section. The “turnkey” package of works consisted of architectural
design, manufacture, site preparation, modular installation & specialist site fit out.

What Did The
Client Say?
Paul Brooks (MSc), Director of Patient
Experience, Estates and Facilities
Management, commented...

“Catfoss were appointed
as a contractor but quickly
became a crucial partner in
delivery of this new facility;
this was 100% the right
choice of company and
they are now an integral
part of the team delivering
the Trust’s 5 year estates
strategy.”
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Project: Queen’s Hospital Burton Additional Ward Space
Sector: Healthcare
Size: 4141sqm
Timescales: Ongoing Project
Build Method: Bespoke steel frame modular construction

What Was The Challenge?
The two key challenges were to complete the project quickly, due to the urgent pressure of additional beds being required
for the winter period, and keep disruption to a minimum so not to adversely affect existing patients, staff and visitors.
Catfoss would ensure work could be carried out properly and professionally in the timescales, without compromising on
quality or design.
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What Was The
Solution?

How Was This
Achieved?

The clear solution was to use a modular
building. This would allow different
sections to be manufactured offsite and
delivered to the hospital during off-peak
times, such as evenings and weekends.
It would also allow internal fit-outs to be
carried out while other floors were being
manufactured. The final structure would
comprise of three storeys that would
enable 28 beds to be added to the
ground floor, operating theatres on the
first floor and clinical and administrative
facilities on the second floor.

Catfoss were able to deliver the
buildings over the course of four
weekends. Following their installation,
work was carried out to ensure the
beds on the building’s ground floor
were ready for occupation within six
short weeks, all in compliance with
HTM and HBN guidance. Finally,
external cladding was provided using
modern methods but in such a way as
to give the building a traditional look.
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Project: Poole Hospital New Main Entrance & Welcome Hub
Sector: Healthcare
Size: Ground Floor: 630sqm. First Floor: 160sqm
Timescales: 35 weeks
Build Method: Bespoke steel frame modular construction
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What Was The
Challenge?
Due to there already being a
complex system of sub-level
basement structures in place
beneath the main building,
Catfoss would need to take into
account careful consideration of
the foundations. In addition, the
design would need to integrate
with existing buildings on three
sides of the new structure and at
multiple levels.
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What Was The
Solution?
Catfoss and the development partners
created a design that incorporated a
new centralised canopy feature and
a dedicated first floor patient transfer
linkway between the main hospital and
the Philip Arnold Unit; thereby improving
patient dignity compared with the
previous requirement to facilitate inpatient
bed transfers via an unheated ground
floor poly-glazed link tunnel adjacent
to the dome. The new prominent,
centralised canopy feature now connects
the multi-storey car park walkway, Philip
Arnold Unit, Dorset Cancer Centre and
main hospital building, improving the
visiting experience for both staff and
patients.
The new main entrance foyer also
includes a visible security office, CCTV
monitoring station, car-park attendants
office and hospital main reception desk.
The area also houses three retail units:
Costa Coffee, Stock Shop and WH Smith
which will include an M&S chilled food
counter.
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How Was This
Achieved?
Catfoss would provide a full turnkey
package - including surveys,
foundation and superstructure design,
planning applications and building
control - as well as the building
modules themselves. Throughout
the project Catfoss would work
closely with the Trust to meet their
needs in improving the retail space,
corridor circulation and vehicle
access. Collaboration with our
design consultants was paramount
throughout.
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Project: Wythenshawe Hospital Retail Facility
Sector: Healthcare

What Was The
Solution?

Size: 365sqm
Timescales: 20 weeks
Build Method: Modularised panel system

A modular structure was the obvious
choice to ensure the facility could
be fabricated, installed and finished
quickly and with minimum disruption.
After assessing the initial project
feasibility, Catfoss produced detailed
designs that would provide the
necessary retail space, as well as a
seating area for patients and visitors
to the hospital.

How Was This
Achieved?

What Was The Challenge?
Catfoss were approached by Wythenshawe Hospital to supply a bespoke modular retail facility to accommodate a new
Marks & Spencer Simply Food store and a Costa Coffee café for patients, staff and visitors. As with any building work
being carried out on the grounds of a working hospital, minimising disruption during the build was essential. It was also
important that the facility could be manufactured and installed quickly.
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Catfoss provided a full turnkey
solution, designing, manufacturing
and installing the modular buildings
on site. Due to limited access on
site, Catfoss found innovative ways
to deliver the different modular
elements of the building with minimum
disruption. The project was completed
in just 20 weeks, providing the
hospital with a new retail space of 365
square metres.
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Project: Plymouth Hospital Retail Facility
Sector: Healthcare
Size: 170sqm
Timescales: 17 weeks
Build Method: Bespoke steel frame modular construction

What Was The
Solution?
A steel frame modular structure was
the obvious choice to ensure the
facility could be fabricated, installed
and finished quickly with minimum
disruption. After assessing the initial
project feasibility, Catfoss produced
detailed designs that would provide
the necessary retail space, as well
as a seating area for patients and
visitors to the hospital.

How Was This
Achieved?

What Was The Challenge?
To increase revenue and provide improved retail services for patients, staff and visitors at Plymouth Hospital, Catfoss
were approached to supply a bespoke modular, retail facility to accommodate a new Marks & Spencer Simply Food
store. As with any building work being carried out on the grounds of a working hospital, minimising disruption during the
build was essential. It was also important that the facility could be manufactured and installed quickly.
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Due to limited access on site, Catfoss
found innovative ways to deliver the
different modular elements of the
building with minimum disruption.
Catfoss provided a full turnkey
solution, designing, manufacturing
and installing the modular buildings
on site. The project was completed in
just 17 weeks, providing the hospital
with a new retail space of 170 square
metres.
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Project: Whipps Cross Hospital Retail Facility
Sector: Healthcare

What Was The
Solution?

Size: 200sqm
Timescales: 20 weeks
Build Method: Modularised panel system

A modular structure was the obvious
choice to ensure the facility could
be fabricated, installed and finished
quickly and with minimum disruption.
After assessing the initial project
feasibility, Catfoss produced detailed
designs that would provide the
necessary retail space, as well as a
seating area for patients and visitors
to the hospital.

How Was This
Achieved?

What Was The Challenge?
Barts Health NHS Trust approached Catfoss to supply a bespoke modular retail facility to accommodate a brand new
Marks & Spencer Simply Food store for patients, staff and visitors at Whipps Cross Hospital in Waltham Forest, London.
As with any building work being carried out on the grounds of a working hospital and as the building would be located
opposite the hospital’s maternity ward, minimising disruption during the build was essential. It was also important that the
facility could be manufactured and installed quickly.
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Working closely with the hospital,
Catfoss provided a full turnkey
solution, designing, manufacturing
and installing the modular buildings
on site. Due to limited access on
site, Catfoss found innovative ways
to deliver the different modular
elements of the building with minimum
disruption. The project was on time
and provided the hospital with a new
retail space of 200 square metres and
a significant extra income stream.
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The Catfoss 4 Step Process To Delivering
Your Building Requirements
1. Understanding
Client Requirement
• Review requirement/
use
• Understand drivers
• Capture required
timeframe to complete
your scheme
• Establish budget
availability
• Discuss planning &
level of solution i.e.
Turnkey?

2. Propose the
Solution
• Create/present a
bespoke design
• Demonstrate how this
works for you with 3D
visual impressions/
virtual tours

3. Agree Final
Design
• Review of proposal
with all users
• Amend solution as
required
• Confirm final design

4. Delivery &
Occupation
• ‘Turnkey’ management
of your project
• On site foundations
& services completed
during factory
construction

• Provide a detailed
finishes specification

• Agree contract to
supply

• Delivery/installation of
your new building

• Illustrate the financial
model required to
deliver against agreed
budget

• Submit planning &
building regulation
application (as
required)

• Walk through and
handover of your new
facility with full training
on use of all building
systems

• Provide a full Project
Programme

• Release of Operation
& Maintenance
Manuals with
warranties

‘A Fast, Simple Space Solution To Even The Most Complex Projects’
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Offsite Construction Benefits
Permanent Buildings

Cost Effective

High Specification

Consistent Quality

Programme Savings

Future Proof Design

Compliant Design

Environmental Impact

Steel framed build system with a
minimum 60 year design life

Selection of exterior and interior
finishes available

Up to 50% programme saving
compared to traditional delivery

Can achieve NHS/Clinical HTM &
HBN Specifications, full building
regulation compliance & NHBC
requirements with accredited
warranties

Flexibility Of Design

Demonstrable price reduction
compared to other build methods

Factory produced buildings with
production line quality controls

The build system provides option
for ease of expansion in future

Solution with minimal impact on
the environment

Warranties

Third party structural defects and
collateral warranties available

Easily adaptable to suit different
site dimensions on each
development, creating a tailored,
bespoke solution
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Need Space? Think Catfoss.

01964 542225
www.catfoss.co.uk
contact@catfoss.co.uk
@CatfossModular
Catfoss Ltd, Beck View Road, Beverley,
East Yorkshire, England, HU17 0JT
Designed and produced by MBDM Limited. Web: www.the-creativeagency.co.uk

